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Introduction of A New Principle In the Theory of Magnetism, III
Fundamental Meaning
of The Vector Potential, The Magnetic Energy,








Fundamental meaning of the vector potential A(r) and presence of a new energy term for
an electron, -ev.A(r)fc, are clarified for a classical electron gas. An essential advantage of the
Lagrangian treatment over the Hamiltonian treatment for the thermostatistics of a macro-
scopically inhomogeneous magnetic system is emphasized. A new general principle in irre-
versible thermodynamics called the transient energy principle has been introduced. We con-
clude that Miss van Leeuwen's theorem is wrong, the Meissner effect is a classical property of
a perfect conductor, and new separate thermodynamics should be used for the paramagnet,
the diamagnet, and the superconductor.
§ 1. Introduction
In recent several years, the author has made an extensive study for reorganizing the
classical electromagnetism in terms of the Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetism and have reached
to several conclusions that are different from the present common understandings. The results
are being published in "Bussei Kenkyu" in English as a series of papers, on the introduction of a
new principle in the theory of magnetism.1),2) This paper is the presentation of part III
of the series,3 ) which is most important and written more carefully.
We believe that, in previous thermostatistical theories of magnetism, there has been an
insufficient understanding for the magnetic interaction energy of the externally applied magne-
tic field. The physical meaning of the vector potential A has been also not well understood.
We have concluded that Miss van Leeuwen's theorem on the absence of diamagnetism in classi-
cal systems4 ), 5),6) is wrong and a classical perfect conductor, if once created quantum me-
chanically, should show the Meissner effect automatically l),2).
For the purpose of simplification all the description in this paper will be made in terms
of classical physics. However, we believe that, regarding most of the equations as operator
equations, the essential physical results derived must be duely effective in quantum physics.
The description will be made in MKS rationalized Gauss unit system,7),8) for con-
venience*.
*We call this system MKSP system in which P stands for physicaI8).
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§ 2. Relativistic Derivation of the Orbit-Orbit Mutual Interaction Energy of Moving Electrons
Suppose we have a single charge, q, at rest, the electromagnetic potential four vector** is
This four vector transforms into
{a(r), i¢(r)} ={ qv I , i q }
4 J1- . (v X f)2 4 JI (v x f)2rrcr - rrr - -'----'--c2 c2
(1)
(2)
in frame K, in which frame Ko is moving with the velocityv. Here f is the unit vector along r
in K, and these expressions are known as the Lienard-Wiechert potentials for an uniform
motion.9) Introducing the nonuniform part of the motion and using an approximation, we
get
{a(r), [¢(r)} = {4qV ,i 4q [1+ (v x i:-vorl }
rrcr rrT c
(3)
in which vis the acceleration vector of the charge. Up to this approximation, the retarded and
advanced potentials coincide exactly, showing that no emission nor absorption of free electro-
magnetic radiation is involved10) , 11). The degree of the approximation of Eq. (5), however,
becomes worse when r becomes large.
Now the Coulomb gauge expression of Eq. (3) is
{ aC (r) i¢c (r)} = {~+ qf x (f x v) i~ }
, - 4rrcr Srrcr ' - 4rrr (4)
and the acceleration vector vdisappears. 12)
When we are interested in a system which contains many moving charges which are
almost in thermally stationary state, the contribution from one of these charges to the macro-
scopic Lorentz electromagnetic potentials at a long distance is most adequately represented by
Eq. (4). Because, in the assumed situation, the retarded and advanced ambiguity I3),14) is
not present and, the second term of aC in Eq. (4)15),16) becomes statistically ineffective at long
distances.
(Proof is easy.)
When there are two moving electrons in a free space, the total electromagnetic energy
of the system10),12),17),18),19),20) is
**1 is used as the unit imaginary number for the four space.
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IIL e2 ;h2 dV =
2 2
= IIL el ; hi dV +
IJl (el + e2)2 ; (hi + h2)2 dV
IIL ei; hi dV + ffLe loe2 dV +
(5)
Here iij is the unit vector along rU' and we have concluded that the kinetic energy of an elec-
tron amalgamates the electromagnetic self-energy of the electron.
In these calculations, for the sake of simplification we have disregarded the spin-spin
and spin--orbit magnetic interactions completely.
§ 3. Derivation of the Macroscopic Vector Potential and the Associated Magnetic Energy of
A System
Let us extend our calculation into a total system, in which there are many electrons and
nuclei in a quasi-stationary state. It is to be noted that this system includes both specimens and
the source of the applied magnetic field. Then the electromagnetic energy, UE.M. is
(6)
Applying the introduced amalgamation procedure, we get as the total energy U,
m.v. 2 3m.v.4 qq. qq. v··v·U = Lm.c2 + L _1_1- + L 1 1 + ~ ---lJ.. + ~ ---2!2L _I_j
iii 2 8c2 i ~ j 87Tr·· i ~ j 8m.· c2Ij Ij
(7)
Let us derme the Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetic potentials in the Coulomb and Lorentz
gauges as7)
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(8)
(9)




Here, ..1VA is the volume at the location, rA, which is small macroscopically but large micro-
scopically. Then
1>C (r) = \p(r) + 1>' (r)
a(r) = A(r) + a' (r)
in which
=,1> (r) = 0
~'(r) = 0
Here, double bar means the volume average on ..1V. With these notations, we have
~ qiqj =!~. t ~=!~ .[A.c(r.)_A.~(r.)]i ::; j 81Tr.. 2 i ql i ::; j 41Tr.. 2 i ql 'f' 1 'f'1 1Q Q
= ~rqi [\p(rJ +1>'(ri) -1>r(ri)]





The last term of Eq. (I S) represents the electrostatic part of the formation energy, UE .S •f .,
for the constituent atoms and the lattice. Of course 1>'(ri) and 1>r(ri) are almost identical




L q8j = JJj[ per) ",(r) dV + U
j~ j 81Tr.. 2 E.S.f.
1J 00
(16)
= rIJj(r) .A(r) dV + UJ. 2c M.f.
= LI. qiqj (v. X r..). (v. X r..)]




Here, UM.f. represents the magnetic part of the formation energy, and UE.D.f. is the short
range electrodynamic part of the formation energy.
In this way, we get the total energy of the system,2l),22)
2 4
U =L m.c2 + L mivj + L 3mivi + rrr per) ",(r) dV + rrr j(r) • A(r) dV
j 1 i 2 i 8c2 JJL 2 JJL 2c
00 00
1 JJj alp
- - (_)2 dV + U + U + U2c2 at E.S.f. M.f. E.D .f.
and a part of the energy which is dependent on a single electron,
(19)
(e > 0)
evi • [a'(rj) - aj(rj)]
c
_ evj • L - [qjvj + (qjvj'rjj)iijl
c j ~ i 81Trijc (20)
When the considered electron is a conduction electron, the usual first order approximation is to
replace the short range interaction terms with time independent tipple potentials having the
periodicity of the atomic arrangement. Then the effective expression of Eq. (20) is
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in which the last term is not included in the usual conventional Hamiltonian, but it can have
a value of several tens of electron volts at the surface area of a specimen.
It is noted that in general there is no large freedom for the Lorentz covariant macroscopic
electromagnetic potentials {A(r, t), ['P(r, t)} in a given physical system. The only mathemati-
cal freedom is due to l/J(r, t)15), 16) such as
A' = A - Vl/J, (22)
However, l/J(r, t) can be represented by the values of l/J(r, t) at the very remote surface S of
a large volume V which includes the entire system as 14)
(23)
al/J(r2 t2)2] • dS2
cat2
r12
t 2 = t 1 +-
C
(24)
and it represents either a ghost wave packet which comes from outside and escapes to infinity,
or stationary l/J(r) and Vl/J(r) both of which become ±oo at remote places2 l), 22). It is evident
that these l/J(r, t) cannot have the symmetry of the system considered in this paper and should
be put as zero physically.
§ 4. Energy Transfer Relation Associated with the Motion of An Electron in A Magnetic field
When an electron is in a constant magnetic field H, the force on the electron is deter-
mined by a local property of A, being characterized by H =\7 X A, but, the energy of Eq. (21)
must experience continuous change, the amount of which must be cancelled by the corres-
ponding reversed change of the energy in a certain part of the system.
For further analysis, however, we have to differentiate whether the time for the electro-
magnetic information to travel between the electron and the source of the magnetic field is
-53-
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shorter or longer than the time for which the state of the electron, as seen from the source,
can be assumed unchanged.
The distance L1L, by which the electromagnetic information can travel in the L1() radian
of the orbital motion of a cyclotron motion, can be calculated as
2
L1L = me L1() = 2 X 10-(0 '" 3) L1() m = 20 cm '" 0.2 mm
eHo
for the magnetic field and L1() of
Ho = 101 "'4 Oe, L1() = 0.1 radian.





where ~ is the maximum distance between the electron and the source. In this case Eq. (3)
can be regarded as a good approximation, and the main transfer of the energy from the electron
to the source is expected to be made through the electric field associated with the change
in the four potential of the moving electron. Let us subdivide the stationary current of the
source into a number of loops CA each of which has a very small cross section. 23), l) Then,
the work dW done by the induced voltage at the loop CA during the time dt is
d evdt· -[-. AA(r)]dt c (28)
Here e(rA) is the electric field induced by the change of the vector potential a(r). Then the
total work given to the source, dW, is
d ev
dW = fdWA = dt· df[c· A(r)]
Here A(r) is the vector potential of the source at the location of the electron. Namely
(29)
d (- ~ v • A + W) = 0 (30)
c
In this way, we have two constants of the motion, Le., the Hamiltonian of the electron
(p +~A)2
JC = mc2 1 + c - etp (31)
m2 c2
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and the total energy of the system as represented by Eq. (19) or (7).
Now let us analyze the second case in which
~L < 41 (32)
Let us assume that an electron in a cyclotron motion collides with a neutral molecule. Let us
assume further a typical elastic case in which the electron and the molecule have reversed their
momenta and there is no change in the energy of the molecule. Then the electromagnetic
signal containing the information that the electron has reversed its momentum is confined in
a spherical shell with thickness ~L which propagates outwards with the speed of light from the
colliding place. Shortly after the collision, this travelling information arrives at the coil and
will react to the current of the coil, introducing a change either in the current or in the stored
energy of the source of the current. We can solve this problem completely rigorously.
It is to be noted that the direction of the propagation of the spherical shell and the
direction of the energy flow are not necessarily identical24 ) and we know that the amount
of energy which would be radiated into the infinite space is quite small!l). In this example,
the associated magnetic energy change of the system for the imaginary stationary state is 2evo·
AIc, which can be either positive or negative and could be as high as several tens of electron
volts. At the time of collision, however, this change had to be compensated by the associated
electromagnetic fields state arround the electron and this information with a negative or posi-
tive energy has to propagate with the speed of light over the entire system to realize a new sta-
tionary state. The conservation of total energy in the form of Eq. (19) can be realized only
after these electromagnetic information has covered the entire system.
§ 5. Correct and Incorrect Understandings of the Magnetic Energy and An Essential Advantage
of the Lagrangian Formalism over the Hamiltonian Formalism for a Macroscopically
Inhomogeneous System
From Eq. (7), the total Lagrangian, momenta, and energy of a system in a quasi-sta-
tionary state can be defined as20 )
4
m· 2 m·v· q.q.L = - ~m.c2 + ~_IV. + ~_l_l _ ~ _1_J
iii 2 1 i 8c2 i > j 41Tr..IJ
+









2 m. 2 3m.v. q.q.U = Lm.c + L-1V. + L--1_1 + L _I_J




Here, i's designate many electrons and nuclei. We shall call Eq. (36) as the Lagrangian energy.
As has been mentioned in Eq. (21), the term
L qi%Vj = qi A. (r.)
j ~ i 41Tr ..c2 c 1 1
IJ




at the surface of a specimen with a radius of 0.5 cm and with the magnetic field of 100 "'-'
1000 De. Here we can assume vi ;S 3 X 103 "'- 5 m/sec, and, as has ben mentioned, for a
quasi-stationary current at a long distance
q. [v. + r.. (v.• rOo)]L J J IJ J JI = 0 (39)
J'~I' 8 21Trijc
can be assumed. Then we can adopt a perturbation theory to Eq. (34) to get v.. The result is
1
+ Lj ~ 1)
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where
1 2 · . i N
ql q2 qlqN
ml · . Xl .......






· 'XN .... mN41TrN lC
2 41TrN2c 2








The true Hamiltonian of the system will be obtained by inserting Eq. (41) into Eq. (36).
When we take only the principal terms, we get
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which is quite different from the conventional Hamiltonian.2S )
As has been shown partly in § 4, we can verify easily that the conventional Hamiltonian
is an effective Hamiltonian which is valid only for the kinematical description of the electron.
Even when the radiation terms are included,24),2S) it cannot include the magnetic interaction
energy between the source of the quasi-static magnetic field and the electrons, so that it is
inadequate for the treatment of statistical thermodynamics of the system. 26),27)
For our problem, therefore we must use Eq. (42) as the basic Hamiltonian. Now, besides
the expected mathematical difficulty, we shall point out another essential difficulty for the
Hamiltonian of a macroscopically inhomogeneous system. We know from the argument of
§ 4, that the Lagrangian treatment is only approximately correct because of the presence of
finite velocity for the propagation of electromagnetic informations. In the case of Lagrangian
treatment, however, the differentiation in the treatment should be made at constant Vj' which
corresponds to fix the vector potential arround ri , and well acceptable physically. In the case
of Hamiltonian treatment, however, the differentiation should be made at constant p~, which
has no physical correspondence, and the effect of all the errors due to the finite velocity of
the information transfer may accumulate in a worse way. In our macroscopically inhomo-
geneous system, the effect of the presence of surface boundary is crucial and we don't know
how this effect will appear in Hamiltonian treatment. Therefore, from now on we shall place
the primary importance to the Lagrangian treatment.28)
§ 6. Preliminary Consideration on the Thermodynamical Treatment of a Perfect Conductor
What we hope to verify is the fact that when a material can sustain a persistent current
and can be called as a perfect conducter, then the material should show the Meissner effect
automatically. Let us postulate a classical electron gas in a rigid ion core lattice. The effect
of the rigid lattice will be represented by a rigid positive ion core potential\p+(r), which, after
combining the effect of the majority of the electrons, will eventually be assumed to be uniform.
The subject of our study is a simply connected classical electron gas C2 in a magnetic
field HI. In order to define the total system accurately, another doubly connected classical
electron gas C1, which keeps a persistent current, will be assumed as the source of the magnetic
field.
Now, we shall pick up four important characters of the system. They are as follows.
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can be metastable, on the basis of the Maxwell equations. When h (r) and H(r) coexist, we
have to expect the presence of a magnetic Lorentz force, but this force is balanced by an
electric Lorentz force, which is introduced by an induced extremely small displacement of
electrons (such as 10-10 A !). On the other hand the time constant for the electrons to arrive
at a local equilibrium state in a local small volume dV, will be very short such as
T = 2A = 2 X 10-
10
m = 7 X 10- (14 "-' 16) sec. (44)
v c X 10- (3 "-' 5)
The change of h (r) will be made through thermal fluctuations in terms of the Maxwell-Lorentz
equations and will need a relaxation time which is longer than Eq. (44) probably by a factor of
at least more than one order of magnitude ..
2). From Eq. (36), the effectively changeable part of the total energy of the system, which is
denoted by U, is
m 2 1 -e 1 ev· -ev.}U = ~I. -2 Vi + -2 ~{-e [~ -4- + ~+(ri)]} + - ~ {- _I • [~__J_]
i J 1Trij 2 i C j 41Trijc
Here
v (r)=( ~ v.)/ ~ 1




is a drift velocity at r, and, assuming a uniform distribution of electrons in C1 and C2 , we put
the average electric potential as zero. We have used the macroscopic vector potential A(r) in
stead of the individual sum. Because when a usual macroscopic vector potential is considered,
the ratio of this term to the microscopic vector potential of a single electron at 2 A apart is
quite small, e.g.,
eXcX 10- (2"-'4)
47T (2 X 10-10 ) c .
at the location 5 mm from the axis of symmetry of a magnetic field of 100 De with cylindrical
symmetry. Introducing the average electron density nCr), we obtain from Eq. (45)
U = r ~ [Vi - vD (ri)] 2 + rTf n (1 m [VD (r)F dV +rrr j i2· A(r) dVJJJ VI +V2 JJJv1 +V2
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= rrf n 2m(Vi -vD?dV+((( [~j2+_1j.A]dVJJ. VI + V2 J))V 1 + V2 2n e2 2c ..
(48)
Here VIand V2 are the volumes of C1 and C2, respectively and the current density is
j(r) =- nCr) e vD (r) (49)
The first, second, and third terms of Eq. (45) can be regarded as the thermal and drift parts of
the kinetic energy and the magnetic energy of the electrons, respectively.
We conclude further that nCr) =n2 is constant very accurately over the entire volume. This can
be verified quantitatively in the following way. Suppose C2 has been electrically charged up
with additional electrons. Then our statistical thermodynamical calculation can show that the
additional electrons must be on the surface of C2, and the distribution of this charge at the
surface can be represented as,
p (n =poexp(- ~,) (50)
in which r is a cartesian coordinate, whose axis is normal to the surface. The penetration depth
(51)
in which n2 is the average density of the electrons. At T = 10(-1 ~+3 )oK
(52)
which is an awfully small distance. When C2 is a sphere of the radius 1 cm which is charged
up to 102 Volt, the mean distance of the additional electrons at the surface is about 1 J.1 =
10,000 A7 ) which is very large. These situations conclude that when the dominant interaction is
magnetic and is very weak, the electrostatic interactions are so strong as to keep n2 rigorously
constant over the entire volume.
3). We assume that, when our system C1 + C2 is close to its equilibrium, the ~ariation of the
entropy of the system depends only on the structure of the integrand of the first term of Eq.
(45). and is almost independent of j(r).
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4). When we consider a local small volume V in C2, we can classify important energy transfer
processes in the following way.
A Transfer of thermal kinetic energy at the surface.
A-I, through collisions and mass actions of electrons at the surface. The role of the drift
velocity vD will be small, because the ratio will be
Vi :vD =3X 10
5
"'3: 3X 10(l--l) (ms- 1)
A-II, emission and absorption of Maxwell-Lorentz electromagnetic thermal radiation
through the surface.
B Macroscopic electromagnetic energy transfer through the Maxwell equation. It is ex-
pressed by
f.'"{ ff"r a E2 +H2- Js cEXH·dS= Jv[at( 2 ) + E·j] dV (53)
Here S is the surface of V. Component processes are:
B-1. Going out or coming in of the macroscopic electromagnetic energy.
B-II. Change of the macroscopic electric and magnetic energies in V.
B-III. Transformation of macroscopic electromagnetic energy into non-electromagnetic
energy UkT or UkD of Eq. (48).
B-IV. Transformation of non-electromagnetic energy UkT or UkD into the macroscopic
electromagnetic energy.
Processes B-III and IV are represented by the term of E-j, which is most important and
most complicated.
Let us analyze Eq. (53) with an emphasis on E-j term. We assume that
h (r,t)=h(r)
to < t s: to + 8to h (r, t) = h (r) + 8h (r, t)
t>to +8to h (r,t)=j2 (r)+8j2 (r)
(54)
This means that a metastable current distribution h (r) is transforming towards another meta-
stable current distribution h (r) + 8h (r) through a physical action, which could be dynamical or




fto +otlf. ff" r 0 2 Jto + ot- to S cE X 0 . dS dt = JV [ 0 (2 ) + to E (r, t) . h (r, t) dt] dV (55)
Since .6. ·Oj2 (r) ~ 0, Oj2 (r) should construct a small current loop. However, when j2
(r) = 0, the introduction of oh (r) is a slight shift of h (r). Now, when we assume that dV
indicates the smallest volume that is still large microscopically,
h (r,t)=-e [~ v.(t)]/dV=- en2vD(r,t)
i in dV 1
and the momentum in dV is
PdV =m ~ .. v. =m [ vD (r) + 0vD (r, t)] n2 dVi in dV 1
From electrodynamics, we must expect the presence of a Lorentz force f2 (r, t)
h (r, t)




As we have mentioned already, since we have assumed that h (r) and h (r) + oh (r) are stable,
we have to assume at
vD(r)
E (r) = - -- X 0 (r)
c
[v (r) + 0v (r)]
E (r) + oE (r) = - D D X [0 (r) + 00 (r) ]
c
(59)
v (r) OV (r) ov (r)
oE(r) = - _D_ X oH(r) - D X H(r) - D X oH(r). (60)
c c c
E(r) and oE(r) are extremely small electric fields. Since these electric fields have no work
because E·j = 0, we can neglect the action of these fields. Then
dd m ~ oVi (r1·, t) = - L e[ E(r.) + oE(r., t)]t i in d V i in dVII
[v. (r.) + ov.(r., t)]
- ~ e 1 1 C 1 1 X [H(ri ) +oH(ri , t)] +oPT(r, t) (61)
i in dV
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~t m n2 8vD (r, t) = - en2 [E(r) + 8E(r, t)]
[VD (r) + 8vD (r, t)]
- en2 c X [H(r) + 8H (r, t)] + 8PT(r, t) (62)
8PT(r, t) = 8PT(r, t)/dV indicates the action of or to the random thermal motion of the
electrons. Multiplying [vD (r) + 8vD (r, t)] , we get
=h (r,t) ·E(r,t)+vD (r,t) .8PT (r,t) . (63)
We regard Eq. (63) as the most fundamental equation of the problem. Owing to the very
rapid stochastic motions in a magnetic field, a group of electrons can have a possibility to
create 8j(r, t) or 8vD (r, t) spontaneously with a consumption of their thermal kinetic energies,
provided that the intial state is not in equilibrium. Then from Eq. (55), we get at t = to + ot
(64)
Therefore, the electromagnetic energy transfered from (or into) the volume V, 8Utrans' is
dV - JJ.!vbUkT dV
(65)
In which 8u kT indicates the unit volume change of the local kinematical thermal energy of the




Let us extend our analysis further with assuming that C1 is very large and located at a
very distant place. As is shown in Fig. 1, let us assume that oh (r, t) starts at t = to at the point
P in C2 and it ends in C2 completely at t = to + oto 0 We take a surface Sa at t = to + oto +
ot ,which is located in an empty space with a radius cot from P. As shown in Fig. 1 another
a a
cocentered sphere S{3 can be taken at t = to + oto + ota , for which the radius is c(oto + ota )·
S{3 indicates the wave front of the considered change of oh and we can conclude that all the
transient electromagnetic informations are located in a space bounded by S{3 and Sa' i. e.,
V{3 - Va· Here V{3 and Va are the volumes inside of S{3 and Sa' respectively, and we can assume
that there is no transient electromagnetic fields inside of S or in V . Then from Eqs. (53),
a a
(64) and (65), we get rigorously an electromagnetic energy relaton at Sa and in Va as
f to +oto + ota JJ:oUa = cE X HodS dttrans to Sa
rr A0 X oH~ . dS - rrr (A0 + me2 j ~) . o~~ dVJJs JJJv 2 n2 ea
(66)
Here, HO , A0 , and j~ indicate the values of the functions at t < to and oH~ and oj~ indicates
the values at t = to + oto + otao Care should be taken that, although oH~ will decay as 1/r3
in V , the first surface integral term of the last equation of Eq. (66) can not be put as zero,
a
because not A 0 but \J X A 0 = HO has a significance in this equation.
When we see the same phenomena from the outside space of V ,we get
a
o~ = rrr [0 (H2) + (OE)2 ] dV
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at t = to + <5 to + <5 t
a




On the other hand, if we observe <SUt at the surface infinitely remote and in the timerans
interval [to, to +00] ,
Jto +oofJr<SUX't = S cE X H . dS dtrans to 00
(68)
When we assume that j~ (r) is perfectly rigid, we have
(69)
Here, <SWi is the work done to C1 by the travelling electric field <SE and <SU~ is the radiation
energy which has escaped to infinity.
Then, the total energy <SU which is transfered from C2 to the other systems is
<SU = <SWr +<sUr1 R
(70)
From Eq. (66), we see that the surface integral
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has no action to oU.
It is not difficult to obtain
lJI AO .laoEa dV =_ rrr A?· oj~ dVJV -v cat JJJv c~ Q . 2
by a vector analysis. Then from Eqs. (66), (67) and (70), we get
On the other hand oW} can be calculated directly as
- ~11 A?· oj~ -~r;] ° 1 aoEa
- dV- A .--- dV
V c V V c at2 ~- Q
Therefore from Eq. (73)
which is interpreted as a thermal radiation. From Eqs. (74), (72) and (66).










One of the essential character of the present problem is that C1 can see C2 only as a macro-
scopic electromagnetic subject, so that only oj~ can have an action to C1 as shown in Eq. (76),
whereas there are complicated interactions between UkT , UkD and Ue.m. in C2 , which are
represented in Eq. (77). It is obvious from Eq. (76), that, in order to get positive oW; , oj~
must be diamagnetic, since
~I. f ~I. ~r 0dV = - ~ _1 A? . dQ. = - ~_1 H 1 . dS
1 cc. 1 1 C S.
1 1
(78)
It is obvious that from Eq. (43), oj~ should also be a closed current. Here, ~Ii is a differential
total current of oj~ which makes a fine closed loop of Ci encircling an area Si' and 0112 is the
magnetic moment of oj~.
From Eqs. (76) and (77), we have an identity of
This means that conductor C2 behaves just like as an independent subject. The sum of the
variations of all the self energies Urn' UkD and Ue.m. seems to become zero, irrespectively of
the application of H? or A? We know in the previous equations from Eq. (63) to Eq. (79),
the 1st order terms and the 2nd order terms should have separate equalities. We call the macro-
scopic transient electromagnetic fields of oW; , MATE, because it represents a kind of macro-
scopic transient energy, whereas oUk will be called MITE, because it represents a microscopic
transient energy. owl could be positive or negative. When it is positive, then it can make a
work to C1 , so that it has a capability to create an entropy of
oW; [MATE]
oS = ---r- = T
-68-
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Here [MATE] = oW~ . On the other hand, when it is negative, an energy or a work has to be
given outside from C1 , when MATE arrives at C1 . In this case MATE carries negative electro-
magnetic energy, or energy flows from outside to inside at the wave front S{3' cE X H directs
towards P in Fig. 1, but yet the electromagnetic signal propagates towards outside, and no
creation of entropy is expected.
For MITE, it is always positive and carries an entropy oSR to outside. Namely
[MITE] = oUr = - oQ = - ToSR . R R (81)
Further, let us denote the total transient energy OU of Eq. (70) which was transfered from
C2 to the other systems as [TE] . Namely
[TE] = [MATE] + [MITE] = oW~ + oUk. (82)
From Eq. (75), we can say that MITE is located in V{3 - VO/.' MATE, however, can not have
such a simple interpretation, because, with the generation of oh, the magnetic fields H~ which
are located outside of V{3' become also not stable. Nevertheless, from Eq. (74), we may say that
the action is located also in V{3 - V0/.'
There is another typical initial situation at t = to + ot, in which V(3 of Fig. 1 is located
inside or nearly inside of C2 and the diameter is cot. Here ot is assumed as the smallest time
for the nucleus of oh, or ojN' can be formed in a local part of C2 • It can be
ot = 1.7 X 10-(15"'13) sec, (83)
which is the time for an electron with the velocity v = 10-(3",S)c can travel a distance of 5
A. In this small time interval, the information of ojN will travel a distance of
cot", (0.5 '" 50) J1 •
Then, at S{3 and from Eqs. (81) and (82), we have equations of









ff{y [(0~)2 + (o~?] dV =- Jff 5to+ot oE . 0h dt dV
{3 y {3 to
(88)
Here ( ) (l) and ( ) (2) indicate the 1st and 2nd order terms, respectively. In this situation,








and this indicates that the sum of the variation of the true currents and the displacement
currents makes an effective closed current oj!, for which
\7. oj! = 0 ,
It is to be noted however that, according to our assumption,
(92)
ap(r, t) = 0
at and V· j(r, t) = 0
(93)
even in a transient state. This indicates that
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V' •8E =0
in Eq. (91).
From Eq. (87) we have
and (94)
as from Eq. (90)
(95)
81J.*· H~ =0 (96)
Eqs. (95) and (96) show the presence of a very delicate situation. In Eq. (95) ng can be even
replaced by ~Hg, which is the magnetic field due to the only closed loops of jg which have a
segment of the loops in V(3' Although 8h must be controlled by the total magnetic field HO =
H~ + H~, the sign of the electromagnetic field energy created depends only on Hg of ~H8 .
- =-When OIJ.* is diamagnetic to H~ or liHg, then from Eq. (87), 8Uk = 8UkT +8UkD increases,
whereas when oJ.L* is paramagnetic to m or ~H8, then SUk decreases. This means that the
increase in the magnetic moment due to h has to consume the thermal kinetic energy UkT .
This is the basic structure of the problem which has been already expected from Eq. (79).*
§ 7. Thermodynamical Derivation of the Meissner Effect of A Perfect Conductor.
In thermodynamics, we have two basic principles called the entropy maximum principle
and the energy minimum principle.29 ) The reference frame of the two principles is the thermo-
dynamic configuration space in which the state of the system is represented by the possible
macroscopic internal extensive parameters. Macroscopic dyanmical behavior is usually out of
the problem in thermodynamics, so that the actual processes present cannot be obvious in
thermodynamical analysis. The entropy maximum principle states that when the total energy
uC has been fixed, the total entropy S of the equilibrium state is maximum. Namely, provided
*See p. 240-243 of Ref. 2. But thanks are due to Professor Takahashi, whose advice greatly enhanced the
clear recognition of this fact by the author.
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then in the equilibrium state
out =0 (97)
(98)
for the possible variation of the internal parameters in the configuration space. Here suffix C
indicates that it is the quantity in the configuration space. On the other hand, the energy






for the possible variation of the internal parameters in the configuration space.
It will be informed in advance that, using a physical conclusion that oSC = 0, when
oUkT = 0 near the equilibrium state of our system comprising of C1 and C2 , Eq. (IOO), applied
for the local variation oj(r), is sufficient to derive the Meissner state. 34) However, in order to
understand the implication of this result more deeply, we shall analyze the actual irreversible
process in detail, thereby introducing a new thermodynamic principle.
Let us analyze the irreversible processes of a closed general system, which is enclosed
strictly by a perfect reflector for the thermal radiation.
When the system considered is a macroscopic dynamic system and when initially the
system is constrained to be at rest in a macroscopically non-stable configuration, then, due to
the general basic dyanmical principle in physics, the system starts variation towards the
direction in which UC decreases, in agreement with Eq. (100). At the same time, the surplus
energy
(101)
becomes in a form of transient energy, TE, such as macroscopic kinetic energy, electromagnetic
rediation energy, etc. A part of TE can be a very localized heat also. Keeping this concept of
[TEl = - oUC (102)
in mind, let us convert the implications of the two principles in terms of irreversible processes.






[TEl = 0 (103)"
(104)
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is a "necessary" condition that the assumed process is an irreversible process. Similarly, the
energy minimum principle requests that, in a process, when
then
oue <0 or [TE] = -oUC > 0
(105)
(106)
is a "necessary" condition that the assumed process is irreversible. For real processes, we can
only say about the "necessary" condition, because we don't know the details of the mechan-
ism. This condition, however, is usually sufficient to get the conclusion, because in a real
problem we know the mechanism. Although Eq. (l01) is derived from macroscopic dynamics
and Eq. (106) from microscopic thermodynamics, (29) two results are essentially identical,
showing that the principle is quite general and participation of persistent currents does not
violate this principle, as in the case of several multiply connected superconductors. 30)
Our essential problem now is to find out a more general principle in which dynamical
principle and thermal principle may compete. We claim that
[TE] + ToS >0 (l07)
(l08)
is a "necessary" condition that the process is irreversible. We call this thermodynamic principle
as the transient energy principle. The proof is as follows. In a strictly closed system and in a
simple system in which macroscopic dynamic principle operates
[TE] = - 0UC > 0 .
The possible additional entropy, OS*, that the system will get when virtually all the reactions









Namely, Eq. (l07) is a "necessary" condition that the process is irreversible in this simple
system.
As is seen easily, this principle includes the mentioned two principles of Eqs. (103) -
(l06). Further, when we could assume that the system is in contact with a heat reservor at TI
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and is near the equilibrium state, the Helmholtz free energy principle states that
8uC - TI 8S < 0 (111)
is a "necessary" condition that the process is irreversible.33 ) Eg. (111) is identical to Eq. (107),
except the difference that whether the surplus energy is absorbed in the heat reservor or not.
Since the equilibrium state of a system itself should be defined independently of the presence
or absence of the heat reservor, when we regard Eqs. (107) and (111) as the necessary relations
in the configuration space for the irreversible process, they are essentially identical and, relying
on the analytical structure of the physical system, 31), 32) we conclude that Eq. (107) is a
"necessary" condition in general that the process is irreversible. In Eq. (107), a very localized
heat can be either in [TE] or in T8S, which does not affect the principle, indicating that the
principle satisfies this necessary requirement.
Our system presents a delicate example of this principle. The dynamic principle which
is operating in our system is the diamagnetic cyclotron motion of each electron in a magnetic
field. With Eq. (107), mathematically, we have expanded the "necessary" condition into the
region where 8S < 0 or [TE] < O. Whether these ultimate situations can happen or not is
a different problem, because Eq. (107) is only a "necessary" condition and it depends on
whether the initial state assumed is realizable or not. We mention, however, in our case, when
the system approaches thermal equilibrium, the [TE] for the assumed elementary unit process
converges to a thermal radiation, so that 8S in this limitting situation has to become negative.
It is also mentioned that, when we could have a very thin completely diamagnetic surface
current state initially, then the following change has to become [TE] = - 8Ue < O.
It will be mentioned that in a simple thermodynamic system in which there is only one
extensive parameter, X,29) Eq. (107) implies that the change of X in the configuration space
is always towards the equilibrium value Xe .
One interesting application of this principle is a compressed gas in a cylinder with a piston
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[TE] =- [<S UC . + <S UC ] > 0
sprmg gas (114)
is the condition that the process is irreversible. It is noted that UkT can convert to a work
in this system, which, as will be shown soon, is quite similar to our case.
In order to apply TE principle to our problem, let us concentrate our attention to a local
volume of a large system. Our main interest is the thermally activated and/or dynamically
driven tiny irreversible macroscopic change of localized internal extensive parameters. TE in
this case is the transient energy created as a result of such an extremely small irreversible macro-
scopic process. Then we have
[TE] + T<SS = _<SUC + T<SSy
= -<s(Uy -TrSy»O (115)
We have defined the volume V as the smallest volume which includes all the regions in which
the change in the internal extensive parameters have happened. <SUC =<sUy must include the
change due to the long range interactions. Eq. (115) is identical to the minimum Helmholtz
free energy requirement in an isothermal process. This must be, since the local volume, V,
can be regarded as a system in a heat reservor with the temperature Tr. Here we have carefully
differentiated Eq. (115) from the other thermodynamic relation of the Helmholtz free energy,
i.e.,
(116)
because the elementary process that we are considering is not quasi-static and the work done
to the outside, (-<SAy), is not always well defined at least at the instant when the process
has just finished. The transient energy principle of Eq. (115) is a slight logical extention of Eq.
(116).
Now let us discuss our problem. In this case,
[TE] = [MATE] + [MATE]










18UkT I > I T8S I or
Namely in this case
(120)
[TE] + T8S > [TE] + 8UkT
Therefore
[TE] + 8UkT > 0







Therefore in this case we have




There is an important physical requirement in our system. When the system approaches to an
equilibrium state and, if we make the magnitude of the variation 8jN small, then the process
must converge to a purely thermal heat radiation from the system. This means that in these
limitting situations,
8U kT ~ ToS F -oQR < 0, ,[TE] =oQR (127)
Here, oQR is the heat radiated. Therefore, when approaching to the equilibrium, OU kT
approaches to T<SS rapidly and we have the relation
[TE] + T<SS = [TE] + <SU kT =oQR - <SQR =0 (128)
This relation is sufficient to conclude the Meissner state as shown later. When the system is not
near the equilibrium and the magnetic field H has penetrated into system C2 sufficiently,
then when <SjN is diamagnetic, as will be shown soon, we have case A) and
[TE] + T<SS > [TE] + <SUkT > 0 (129)
On the other hand, when ojN is paramagnetic, we have case B) and
o > [TE] + oU kT > [TE] + T<SS (130)
Therefore, our necessary condition of Eq. (107) is sufficient to conclude that the irreversible
process must be towards the Meissner state.
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Let us show the result analytically. The energy identity at t = to + ot must be
oU~ + [MATE] +ouiD + oU kT + [MITE] = a (131)
[MATE] =oW~, [MITE] = oU~ (132)
Then we have
[TE] +6U kT =





We know that the last two integrals of Eq. (133) cancel out mutually. Namely, neglecting
higher order terms, we get from Eq. (62) in general
(134)
Let us separate the vector potential A into
(135)
in which AI has no surface normal component at the surface of the conductor. AI will be
called Iida's gauge vector potential hereafter. Separating the current oj into a very small polari-






putting 6f and 6A as 6jN and oAN, we can get an exact cancellation in Eq. (133). *
Now, at the equilibrium, from Eq. (128), we must expect that Eq. (133) is zero. Then the
first integral can be converted as
When we put
v X (A0 + mc jn = H* ,
n2 e2
then
o·L~1 (ome.O) IN d =- A + --h . - V =- oJ.l . H* =0V n e2 c N{3 2
Then, the necessary condition for the equilibrium is
H* = V X (A0 + me jg) = 0
n2 e2
so that
*From Eq. (138), we get







Applying a Fourier transformation, we can get the penetration depth of <sF as in the order of A = me2 /ne2 .
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in which l/J (r) is an arbitrary scalar function in V2' Eq. (143) is known as a London condition
and we know that Eq. (143) is sufficient to conclude the Meissner state uniquely in C2 . We
believe that Eqs. (141) and (142) are essentially identical to the equation derived by de
Gennes.34 )
It will be obvious from Eq. (I33), that we have Eqs. (129) and (130) for the process
when H* is along H.
§ 8. Kinematical Stability and the Energy Relation of the Meissner State
Although the derivation of the Meissner state in § 7 stands on purely thermodynamic
calculation, we know that the state is kinematically stable.~6) The time change of'Pi of each
electron is described by
(144)
Here, we are watching a single electron which is intenerating randomly in C1 , and we have
neglected the time dependent Maxwell-Lorentz fluctuating part of the electromagnetic poten-





= V. [.22. AlL (r.)] - q·V '!PII (r.)
1 c 1 1 1 1
so that
d- L -p. q.v. .
dt
l
= V. [.2.-.!.. AlL (r.)] - q.V ,\PI (r.)





Here, single bar means time average. Now, since AlL (r.) and V. in the Meissner state are parallel
. 1 1
to the surface and the main term of \PI (ri) is due to the presence of the surface boundary,
Eq. (I 47) predicts that there is no change in the surface parallel component ofpf Then
q.[p~] = [m.v. +_1 Al L(r.)]
1 /I 1 1 C 1 /I
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is a constant of motion. When electron i comes from the region where vi and At = 0, then
Eq. (148) tells
(149)
From Eq. (149), Eq. (147) predicts that the surface normal components of the velocities
are identical with different signs for the incoming and outgoing electrons. This means that the
volume average of the surface normal component of the velocity is zero. Therefore, Eq. (149)
is identical to the London equation.
From Eq. (48), the magnetic energy Ulm of the system C1 is
(ISO)
Here Sl * is the surface of a simply connected bodyV 1 * obtained from VI by removing a thin
cross sectional plate. Since, we have an identity
we have
mv~ (r) j1 (r) . Al L(r)
n1 2 + 2c =°, (151)
(152)
Here U1 T is the thermal part of the energy. The relation can be extended easily to a general
system as
(I53)
in which, {3Q is the number of a hole in VQ' <I> Q is the total magnetic flux confined in it, and
(3
I is the total current which are circling arround the hole. 35), 36), 37), 38)
{3Q
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§ 9. Thermodynamic Functions of the Meissner State
Let us convert a part of our notations from A(r) and j(r) to H(r) and calculate the energy
Uyof a small volume V in C2 in terms of the Maxwell-Lorentz fields. Then
LIT 2 2 )11 e2 + h2 frrr e2 + h2uU = e + h dV =L A A dV + ~ JJ i i dVy y 2 A Y 2 1 Y 2
(154)
Here the charges in V are designated by i and all the other charges are by A.. Let us assume that
V is a very small thin shell volume in C2 in which all physical quantities can be assumed
uniform. Then, similarly to Eq. (7) and assuming a unit volume to V for convenience we get
m. 3m.v~ () ()
ull = ~m.c2 + ~ ~v~ + ~ __1 _1 + P r l.{J r + U
. 1 . 2 1 8 2 2 E.S.f.
1 1 c
H2 1 (:££)2 U




and the first and second terms of Eq. (48) as a part of the lattice energy UL2 and the kinetic
energy fU~2 of Ref. 37) we get




which is identical to the total internal energy of the system of Eq. (78) in Ref. 37). In Eq.
(156), we show the mutual relation between ul and ull .
In Eq. (55), if we consider a quasi-static change of the equilibrium state
rrr Jt~ + ot rrr Jto +01. 1 aAjjj, E(r,t)'j(r,t)dtdV= JJj, .. (-cat-V'P)·jdtdV
V to ... V to
lrrr lIto + ot= JJv [--e0A -\J to 'P (r, t) dt] . j dV (158)
Applying !ida's gauge, A(r, t) in C2 (when simply connected) can be separated uniquely into
A(r,t)=AI(r,t)+ \J1j;1 (r,t) . (159)
Then, when A(r, t) is changing slowly with time, the component of the induced electric field,
which can not circulate in C2 , should be instantly compensated by the induced depolarization
electric field - \J 'P(r, t), which has been generated by the instant extremely small shift of all
the electrons. Namely the total effect is
( t) - 1 a Ij; I (r, t)'P r , --cat
Therefore we get in Eq. (158)




Since the above-mentioned shift has no appreciable work, we get from Eqs. (157) and (158),
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This means that we have put cSPT = 0 in Eq. (64) for this quasi-static reversible change. Further
d(ull - Ts +L. AI) = - sdT + H . dH + AI . dj .
c c
(165)
Then from Eq. (165), after a certain calculation, we can conclude that a kind of the Gibbs
function
(166)
is a constant over the entire volume of C2. The logics is as follows. At a fixed location, when
the Meissner state has been realized, then
I A2 "H=VXA=--VXJ
c
"" [r ]J =Jo exp -7\. '
Therefore, in general,
dj A 4 ('M X ")2 'A2 "2
H "dH + AL " - =d [ v J - _L] =0
c c2 2 c2 2 '
Then we get
Thus, when the temperature is kept constant, we can assume that
_ i H2
-u +LU ---Ts







is a constant over the entire volume of C2.
This is the rigorous derivation of the relation of Eq. (83) of our paper part 112), where the
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Eq. (175) is a reasonable expression. Since the direct action of the magnetic field does
not change ~u~2' the subtraction of ~ uleD will probably result in slightly negative ~ [~t{2
- ukD ] and ~s. Nevertheless we can conclude that the Gibbs-Duhem relation on the phase
equilibrium seems valid inside of a perfect conductor and the unit volume Gibbs function gIl
is a constant over the entire volume of C2 , irrespectively of the presence or absence of H(r).
At the critical magnetic field HcCT) for the super to normal transition, w should expect
(176):
(177)
Here nand s indicate normal and super respectively. Therefore from Eqs. (166) and (171),
H2
fn (H ) - H2 = fn (0) - -S. =rs (0)
c c 2
in which f means the unit volume Helmholtz free energy and we have assumed
(178)
according to Eqs. (71) and (73) of the thermodynamics of a diamagnet presented in Ref. 2).
From the argument that we have developed, the total thermodynamic function to be
minimized at constant temperature and applied magnetic field will be the Helmholtz free
energy which can be represented as
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(179)
in which U; is given by
Let us confirm this. Namely we have
We know from Eqs. (133) and (139), in general in the configuration space
(8U~) s =(8U~) S A () + (8U~) S . () ,
2 2, 1 r 2' J2 r
but from the condition of the equilibrium,





which indicates that FI should be minimized at constant temperature and applied field. With
using our approximation, the explicit forms of these equations are,
(8U~) S A = ffy [_m_ h + _A_2 _+_A_1
2 , 1 JJJ V 2 n2 e 2 c
. -85-





This confirms our previous conclusion of Eq. (104) of Ref. 2).
§ 10. Conclusions and other Discussions
Now we have established a concept that a moving electron associates scalar and vector
potentials which are combined to the electron pseudo-elastically. The presence of an energy
term -eV·A(r)/c is established in thermodynamics independently of the conventional Hamil-
tonian of the electron. As has been shown in the studies of the foregoing two papers, this intro-
duction of a new energy term in the physics of magnetism will result in many new features,
not only in solid state physics, but could be also in the other fields. Extending the energy
minimum principle in thermodynamics, a new thermodynamic principle, called the transient
energy principle has been established. From this principle, it has been proved that the Meissner
effect should be a classical property of perfect conductors, so that Miss Van Leeuwen's theorem
must be wrong. 1), 2) New thermodynamics2) should be used for the magnetizable materials
and superconductors. Thermostatistics of magnetizable materials must differentiate the Larmor
diamagnet and the Curie-Langevin-Debye paramagnet, since the transfer relations of the electro-
magnetic energy in these two materials are essentially different2). Although the old understand-
ing was very poor39), there is a fortunate situation that the old logics is still approximately
correct in cases when the diamagnetic susceptibility is quite smaU2 ) (e.g., the Landau diamag-
netism). As shown in Eqs. (5), (7), and (18), when a collective electrons is confined in a certain
volume, as is the case of a superconductor, the Coulomb term will be already in its minimum
state and a new term
q.q. [v.· v· - v· v. caslf; ..caslf; .. ]
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may become quite important. Here 1/J .. is the angle between r.. and v.. This term becomes
IJ Jl 1
minimum when each two electrons forms a pair having opposite velocities and run on an
identical straight line. This term may playa certain important role for the creation of the
Cooper pair in superconductors. The magnitude becomes
2_e_t~ 2 ~7QK
41fr c
for the separation of 2A and
(189)
(190)
Quantum mechanical version of our analyses must be developed.40 ) Although our de-
scription in this paper does not use quantum theoretical argument, the essential physics clari-
fied should not depend on the way of the description, either classically or quantally. Therefore,
the old quantum description of the Meissner state 41) must be not entirely correct, or has dis-
regarded a certain group of electronic states. The electronic states of the paramagnetic bound-
dary electrons, which had an essential role in Miss Van Leeuwen's theorem, will be such elec-
tronic states, the energies of which become very high in our theory but should not be so high
in the old treatment. We suggest in this respect that a study on the magnetism of superconduct-
ing fine piuticles will present a good justification of our theory.
Applications of these results for the plasma physics and astronomical physics are also
proposed. There might be a possibility that the new term has an important role for the creation
of the earth magnetic field either in the interior or in the outside ion atmosphere of the earth.
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